Roadmap to Spiritual Awakening. . .
Lecture: Creating Smoky Quartz
Questions:
Q1. Smoky Quartz has a clear quartz component that works with white light. What
is the significance of white light?
Q2. Why does Smoky Quartz resonate in harmony with both the Earth and the
Heavens?
Q3. Where do Earth’s indigenous black light frequencies come from?
Q4. Why, in more recent times, does the radiation of Smoky Quartz have an only
slightly smoked appearance, as opposed to a much darker appearance?
Q5. Why does the radiation of Smoky Quartz during Earth’s earliest times have a
very dark appearance.
Q6. What was the event that allowed the stabilization of the Earth’s etheric magnetic
field?
Q7. What did the third dimension look like before the pyramids stabilized the third
dimension and the Earth’s etheric magnetic field?
Q8. What did the low end of the scale of third dimensional vibration look like prior
to the building of the pyramids?
Q9. What did the high end of the scale of third dimensional vibration look like prior
to the building of the pyramids?
Q10. What is the salient feature of the Giza pyramids?
Q11. What was characteristic of energy prior to the establishment of the planetary
energy grid?
Q12. What was characteristic of energy after the establishment of the planetary
energy grid?
Q13. How did the dispersal of the extreme highs and lows of energy flow affect the
third dimension?

Q14. What difference has the narrowing of third dimensional vibration made to life
on Earth?
Q15. Because, during Earth’s infancy, the planetary etheric field could opened easily,
how did the creation of Smoky Quartz benefit?
Q16. What ensures that the frequencies that radiated Smoky Quartz have love at
their core?

Answers:
A1. White light brings all light frequencies.
A2. Smoky Quartz carries both white light that resonates with the heavens and the
black light that resonates with the Earth.
A3. The divine original source of creation—the Godhead.
A4. Recently created Smoky Quartz is the product of a moderate rate of divine
radiation because the highly stable vibration of the Earth’s third dimension, along
with a much more sophisticated etheric magnetic field, do not allow powerful bursts
of the Godhead’s divine cosmic energy to bombard the Earth. During our current
millennium, divine radiation comes in a gentle, non-disruptive flow.
A5. In the earliest times, the Earth’s vibration was quite unstable and its etheric
magnetic field vacillated wildly. With only a minimal effort, the discarnate angelic
caretakers of the Earth could wilfully time the opening of the planet’s etheric magnetic
field to coincide with the pulses of the divine black light frequencies sent to Earth
from the Godhead. At these times, the Earth itself consciously and cooperatively
manifested etheric field patterns that allowed the funneling of light directly onto a
particular deposit of clear quartz to create very dark Smoky Quartz.
A6. The building of the Egyptian pyramids at Giza.
A7. Before the building of the pyramids, energies within the third dimension on
Earth vacillated wildly between the very high vibrations of the third dimension to the
very low vibrations of the third dimension.
A8. At the very bottom of the scale of third dimensional vibration, individuals and
physical forms suffered from the very lowest, densest, and most negative states of

existence on Earth. While still within the physical plane, this is the realm of monsters,
devils, demons, evil, and negative spirits. At times, the extreme density would even
push third dimensional forms into the lower second dimension.
A9. At the high end of the third dimension’s vibrational scale, was the very highest
and most subtle of physical vibrations. Here is where consciousness, still within the
third dimension, was at its highest and most connected to the higher dimensions.
Love, as best it could be on the physical plane, was inescapable and sweeping. Earthly
harmony was at its zenith. Here, too, the extreme subtlety of high vibration could
push physical forms out of the third dimension and up into the fourth dimension.
A10. The pyramids of Giza in Egypt acted as the anchor point for establishing an
energy grid around the planet.
A11. Before the influence of the planetary grid came about, energies on the planet
were concentrated at their places of origin and in their states of extreme highs and
lows. Some locations carried very high vibrations and other locations carried very low
vibrations. These energies generally remained in place with no outside influences.
Any movement of energies to other locations immediately caused disruptions as the
extreme highs and extreme lows clashed.
A12. Once the planetary grid was anchored by the pyramids, energies entered the grid
and shifted from their location of origin on the Earth to move along the grid without
concentrating their force in one spot. The grid allowed energies to be distributed
evenly throughout the planet. Some semblance of balance took hold and vacillations
in energy decreased.
A13. The range of third dimensional vibration narrowed.
A14. The stability that the narrowing of third dimensional vibration created reduced
energy turbulence to the point that life could evolve and grow free of much of the
disruption previously endured.
A15. The benefits of being able to easily open the Earth’s etheric magnetic field
included:
a) The deposits of Clear Quartz received almost all of the light that was sent
resulting in quite darkened crystal specimens.
b) Deposits could be radiated with light on several different occasions.

c) Deposits could be radiated with different ranges of the Godhead’s divine
black light frequencies to create variations in the vibrations of the Smoky
Quartz.
A16. Smoky Quartz is radiated by black light frequencies originating in the Godhead.
Godhead vibration is permeated with love.
Go to next lecture questions HERE.
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